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East Asian Economic Integration and the Ethos of ASEAN Centrality
Hidetoshi Nishimura
Until the establishment of the ASEAN in 1967, there were a lot of struggles in the process of peace-
ful stability in the region. In order that ASEAN exerts its centrality and autonomy in the development of 
turbulent world, the fundamental problems are 1. Respect the political and cultural sovereignty of 
ASEAN member states, considering the development gap, 2. Nevertheless, take the unied response as 
ASEAN to secure economic development.
e diculty is how to nd the answer in response to these two conicting propositions.
Firstly, this paper reviews organizational problems and the process of policy development of 
ASEAN since its establishment and analyzes how vividly ASEAN has quickly responded to cope with 
them counting on the economic policy and development of Japan, China, and India at that time, 
en, it tries to nd out the rationale that ASEAN could evolve an association to the ASEAN Eco-
nomic Community, the reason why ASEAN accelerated its process of the realization from 2020 to 2015 
and the historical background of the establishment of ERIA and its achievements.
Finally, it examines the challenges and direction towards ASEAN Economic Community beyond 
2015 based on the report of the Mid-Term Review of the Implementation of AEC Blueprint which was 
reported to the 21st ASEAN Summit held in Cambodia in 2012 and contemplates the ethos for the reali-
zation of East Asian economic integration.
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??????????? 1967? ASEAN????????????1967? 8? 8???????
????? ASEAN??e ASEAN Declaration ?Bangkok Declaration?????? ASEAN???
????????????????
?e aims and purposes of the Association shall be:
1.?To accelerate the economic growth, social progress and cultural development in the region 
through joint endeavours in the spirit of equality and partnership in order to strengthen the 
foundation for a prosperous and peaceful community of South-East Asian Nations;??????
??????
2.?To promote regional peace and stability through abiding respect for justice and the rule of law 
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????????????????????? 1976? 2? 23?24????????????? 1?
? ASEAN???????????????????????e Declaration of ASEAN Concord
???????? I????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
?ASEAN cooperation shall take into account, among others, the following objectives and princi-
ples in the pursuit of political stability?:????????????
??????????????????????????????????
?Member states shall vigorously develop an awareness of regional identity and exert all eorts to 
create a strong ASEAN community, respected by all and respecting all nations on the basis of mu-
tually advantageous relationships, and in accordance with the principles of selfdetermination, 
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?3.?He ????????? also stated that the aim of economic cooperation should be to facilitate 
the development eorts in enhancing national as well as regional resilience.
4.?He stated that economic resilience of each member country should be strengthened in view 
of the world economic crisis in food. Cooperation in the supply and production of staple food 
should be accelerated in order to increase food production in the whole region.
5.?e President further stated that the principles applied to food are also valid for the coopera-
tion with regard to the energy crisis. He reiterated that a close cooperation of this nature for the 
supply and production of energy will directly solidify the region?s economic resilience in view 
of the world?energy crisis.?????????????





?9.?In pursuance of their determination to foster closer economic cooperation among member 
states, they agreed that a meeting of Economic Ministers be convened in Kuala Lumpur on 
March 1976 to consider measures to be taken towards implementing the decisions of the Meeting 
of ASEAN Heads of Government on matters of economics cooperation.
1.?ey also agreed that the Meeting of Economic Ministers would discuss particularly the fol-
lowing questions:
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???????????????????
i.?e mechanisms by which member states shall accord priority in critical circumstances, such 
as natural disasters, major calamities, and shortages due to articial or natural causes, to the 
supply of the individual country?s needs in food and energy and priority to the acquisition of ex-
ports from member States.
ii.?e measures to be taken for intensifying cooperation in the production of basic commodities 
particularly for food and energy.
?ASEAN?????????????
iii.?e formulation of appropriate measures for initiating cooperative action towards establish-
ing ASEAN large scale industrial projects. Examples of some of the ASEAN industrial projects 
that could be considered by the meeting of ASEAN Economics Ministers are urea, superphos-
phates, potash, petrochemicals, steel, soda ash, newsprint and rubber products. e Meeting will 
also give consideration to other projects.
?ASEAN??????????????????????????
iv.?e instruments to be employed in preferential trading arrangements to facilitate the ex-
pansion of trade among ASEAN member states in basic commodities, particularly in food and 
energy and the products of ASEAN industrial projects.
?ASEAN????????????????
v.?e formulation of joint approaches to international comodity and other economic problems, 
giving priority to stabilization and increase of export earnings of ASEAN commodities, through 
commodity agreements, including butterstock schemes and other means.???????????
??
??? ASEAN??????????? 1977? 8? 5??? 2? ASEAN??????????
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ASEAN??????????? 1987? 12? 14?15??????? 3? ASEAN????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ASEAN???
?????????????????????????? 1986? 9????????? 12? 6?
?????????????????????? 1?????????? ASEAN????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?1.?Recognizing the role of foreign investments as an eective source of capital inow and mod-
ern technology, the Heads of Government rearmed their commitment to promote investment op-
portunities in the ASEAN countries, to adopt measures that would attract direct foreign invest-
ments into the region, and to encourage intra-ASEAN investments.?????????????
???? rearmed??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?11 Kohli, Atul: ?Politics of Economic Growth in India, 1980?2005, Part I: e 1980s?, Economic and Political Weekly, April 1, 
2006, pp 1251?1259.
?12 Kohli, Atul: ?Politics of Economic Growth in India, 1980?2005, Part II: e 1990s and Beyond?, Economic and Political Week-
ly, April 8, 2006, pp 1361?1370.
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?2.?Having reviewed the profound international political and economic changes that have oc-
curred since the end of the Cold War and considered their implications for ASEAN, we declare 
that:
?ASEAN shall move towards a higher plane of political and economic cooperation to secure re-
gional peace and prosperity;
?ASEAN shall constantly seek to safeguard its collective interests in response to the formation 
of large and powerful economic groupings among the developed countries, in particular 
through the promotion of an open international economic regime and by stimulating economic 
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1980??????New AID Plan???????????????? ASEAN?????????
???1990????ASEAN?????????????????????????? 16?
?16 ??????New AID Plan?????????????????????????1990????? ASEAN??????
??????????????????????????????????????? 6??????????2003???????
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?17 ?????????????? 2013?? ?????????? 2013?????????
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?????New AID Plan????????? ASEAN?????????????????????
?18 Kohli, Atul: ?Politics of Economic Growth in India, 1980?2005, Part I: e 1980s?, Economic and Political Weekly, April 1, 
2006, pp 1251?1259.
?19 Kohli, Atul: ?Politics of Economic Growth in India, 1980?2005, Part II: e 1990s and Beyond?, Economic and Political Week-
ly, April 8, 2006, pp 1361?1370.
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?21 AEM-MITI???????????????????????????? JODC?????????? SEOM?????
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??? AIJV ?ASEAN Industrial Joint Venture?? ASEAN??????????????????
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?????????????????Shared Growth??? ASEAN ??????????????
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?25 Obashi, Ayako. ?2011? ?Resiliency of Production Networks in Asia: Evidence from the Asian Crisis.? In Simon J. Evenett, Mia 
Mikic, and Ravi Ratnayake eds., Trade-led Growth: A Sound Strategy for the Asian Region, New York, United Nations Publi-
cation: 29?52
?26 2012? 8? 30?????????????? ERIA??????Connectivity and Economic Integration against External 
Shocks: e Implication of the 2nd Unbundling???????????????????
?27 Ando, Mitsuyo and Kimura, Fukunari. ?2012? ?How Did the Japanese Exports Respond to Two Crises in the International 
Production Networks? e Global Financial Crisis and the East Japan Earthquake.? ERIA Discussion Paper 2012-01 ?Janu-
ary?
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??????A Partnership in Dynamic Development?????AFTA??????2010???
? ASEAN Investment Area????2020??????????????????????????
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??????????????????????1997? 12? 15??? 1? ASEAN?3?????
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?32 1997? 12? 17???????????????? ASEAN30????????????????????????? 1
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?33 ???????????????????????William W. Grimes, ?Currency and Contest in Easit Asia?, Cornell Uni-
versity Press, 2009??????
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????????????? 8? ASEAN?????????????????? ASEAN? FTA
???????????????????????? 2002? 11? 8?14??? 16???????
??????????????????????????????2020????????? 2000?
? 4???????? GDP????? 3000????????????????????????














?????2002? 11? 4?????????????? 8? ASEAN?????????????
???? 9??????????????????????????????ASEAN??????
?34 ????????????? 2013????????????? 2013????????







?e Leaders expressed willingness to explore the phased evolution of the ASEAN?3 sum-
mit into an East Asian summit. In addition to supporting ASEAN initiatives, the three 
countries have been helping integration through their own eorts, notably Japan?s Initiative for 
Development in East Asia ?IDEA??the EAST ASIA VISION GROUP by the Republic of 





?? 5?????????????Deepning Cooperation between ASEAN and China???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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?Leaders also pledged to achieve an ASEAN Community by the year 2020 which would rest on 
the three pillars of ?ASEAN Security Community?, ?ASEAN Economic Community?, and
?ASEAN Socio?cultural Community?embodied in the Declaration of ASEAN Concord 
II.? Bali Concord II?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????







?16.?We decided to explore innovative ways of enhancing our security and to establish modali-
ties for the ASEAN Security Community, which include the following elements: norm-setting, 
conict prevention approaches to conict resolution, and post-conict peace building.?
????????????
ASEAN??????AEC???????2003? 9? 3???????? 35? AEMM????
?? 10??????????????????????????????????????
ASEAN??????????????????????????????????????
?e regional integration process will remain an important inuence on corporate solidation, ex-
pansion, and industrial adjustment. Regional production network will continue to play a role in 
this process and in supporting regional integration.????????????
????????????????????AEC??????????? 9? ASEAN?????
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????????????
?18.?We further noted that the AEC would be characterized by a single market and production 









AEM???????????High-Level Task Force on ASEAN Economic Integration??????
Bali Concord II??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????







?????????????Bharatiya Janata Party: BJP????????????????????
????????????????????????????AtalBihariVajpayee????????
?????????????????????????????????ASEAN????????







?35 Obashi, Ayako. ?2010? ?Stability of Production Networks in East Asia: Duration and Survival of Trade.? Japan and the World 
Economy, 22, 21?30
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?????????????????? 6? ASEAN??????????Hanoi Plan of Action??
?????????????? 1????????????????????? Bali Concord II?
Vision2020???????????? 2???????? 2004? 11? 29???????????
10? ASEAN?????????Vientiene Action Programme ?VAP?: A Vehicle to Building as ASE-
AN Community through Realizing Comprehensive Integration???????VAP? 6?????
??????????ASEAN Charter????????????????? 1? EAS? 2005??
????????????????????
2005? 12? 12????????????????? 11? ASEAN????????????
the Kuala Lumpur Declaration on Establishment of tha ASEAN Charter?????????
ASEAN????A landmark constitutional document embodying fundamental principles, goals, ob-
jectives and structures of ASEAN cooperation capable of meeting of the needs of the ASEAN Com-
munity and beyond.???????????????????????????????????
beyond????????????? 38?
2005? 12? 14???????????? 1????????????????2002?????
??????? 8? ASEAN???????? ASEAN?3??????????????????
??????????????????????? 10????????????????
?We agreed that the East Asia Summit with ASEAN as the driving force is an integral part of 
the overall evolving regional architecture. We also agreed that the East Asian region had al-
ready advanced in its eorts to realize an East Asian community through the ASEAN?3 pro-
cess. In this context we believe that the EAS together with the ASEAN?3 and the ASEAN?1 
processes could play a signicant role in community building in the region.??????????
???
?36 Kohli, Atul: ?Politics of Economic Growth in India, 1980?2005, Part I: e 1980s?, Economic and Political Weekly, April 1, 
2006, pp 1251?1259.
?37 Kohli, Atul: ?Politics of Economic Growth in India, 1980?2005, Part II: e 1990s and Beyond?, Economic and Political Week-
ly, April 8, 2006, pp 1361?1370.
?38 2013????????? 23? ASEAN??????????ASEAN?????? 2015??????????????
?????????????? 2015????????????????? 27? ASEAN??????????? 2015?
??????????????????????








????????? ASEAN????????? ERIA??????????2007? 11??? 3?
???????????????? ERIA? 2010??????????????????????
???????????????????
?52.?Encourage ERIA to continuously provide support to the Summit activities of ASEAN and 
East Asia through its expertise on regional issues.??? 19? ASEAN????????????
????
?9.?We also encouraged ERIA for its continued support to the Summit activities of ASEAN and 
East Asia through its research and policy recommendations.??? 7????????????
????????
Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia (ERIA) 
?36.?We welcomed the Statement of ERIA?s 6th Governing Board Meeting issued on 4 May 
2013, which expressed ERIA?s strong will to formulate eective region-wide policy recommen-
dations to achieve greater connectivity and to address the global issues, and anticipates closer 
communication with policy makers. We also commended ERIA?s activities in various elds such 
as Small and Medium Enterprises (SME), Energy, as well as on Connectivity including the 
Myanmar Comprehensive Development Vision and in this regard, encouraged ERIA to 
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?39 ?????????????? 2013????????????? 2009/2010: P144?160?????????
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ASEAN??????????AEM??????????????? 2015???????????
???????????????? ASEAN?????????? 2020??? 2015??????
?????????????????2006? 7? 25?? AMM? ASC?? AEC???????
????????????8? 22????????????????? 38? ASEAN??????
???? 9?????
?e ministers assessed the viability of accelerating the realization of the ASEAN Economic Com-
munity ?AEC? and in this regard,agreed to recommend to the Leaders to accelerate ASEAN 




??2007? 1? 13????????????????????? 12? ASEAN?????
ASEAN???????????????????????????
?We armed our strong commitment to accelerate the establishment of an ASEAN Commu-
nity by 2015 as envisaged in the ASEAN Vision 2020 and the ASEAN Concord II and agreed to 














2006? 8? 23??? 13? AEM-METI??????????????????????????
??????ERIA: Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia????????????
??? 10??????? 10??????? 100??????????????????????
????????????AEM-METI??????????
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e Ministers welcomed Japan?s proposal to establish an Economic Research Institute for ASEAN 







????????????????????????????????????? 2007? 1? 15
???????????????? 2??????????????? 12?????We welcomed 
Japan?s proposal for an Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA???????
???????????????????
???? 1??????????????EAS??an integral part of the overall evolving regional 
architecture????????? we believed that the EAS together with the ASEAN?3 and the 
ASEAN?1 processes could play a signicant role in community building in the region.??ASEAN?
3????????????????? 1???????????????????????
ASEAN???? 2015???????????? 12? ASEAN????????????? 2??
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?? the Cebu Declaration on East Asian Energy Security???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? EAS??????????????????????????




?We reaffirmed our position that the EAST Asia Summit is an important component of the 
emerging regional architecture, and we conrmed our view that the EAS complements other 
existing regional mechanisms, including the ASEAN dialogue process, the ASEAN?3 process, 
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1.?Developing a Roadmap toward the East Asia Economic Integration

















?40 e Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA?: Pints of Convergence on Institutional Set-Up ?April 1, 
2007 in Manila?, ?????????????????????????????????Dr. Pierre Sauve, Director of 
External Programs and Academic Partnerships, World Trade Institute ?WTI?, University of Bern, Switzerland???????
???????????????????????????????
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?9.?e Ministers welcomed the progress of the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and 
East Asia ?ERIA??noting that the Expert Group agreed on its objective, basic concept, prin-
ciples and institutional set-up, agreed among the Experts as reported by Secretary General of 
ASEAN who was requested to coordinate steps to reach a consensus on ERIA?s location at the 
next EAS. ey noted the progress of Test-Run projects; ?Developing a Roadmap toward the 
East Asia Economic Integration? and ?Energy Security in East Asia?, as stated in the report of 
Chair of the Experts Group, in that they are policy-oriented and truly relevant for policy mak-
ers. ey expressed their commitment towards the establishment of the ERIA at the next EAS.?
????????????




??????????? 2007? 11? 20????????????? 13? ASEAN?????





?The ASEAN Charter as a historic milestone for ASEAN, representing our common vision 
and commitment to the development of an ASEAN Community as a region of lasting peace, 
stability, sustained economic growth, shared prosperity and social progress.??????????
???
???????? 8??????????? 2015??????????????????????






?8.?We welcomed the nalisation of the Blueprint for the ASEAN Economic Community 
?AEC? and the signing of the Declaration on the AEC Blueprint, which will serve as the roadmap 
for transforming ASEAN into a single market and production base, highly competitive and 
fully integrated into the global community by 2015. We emphasised the importance of equitable 
economic development, and the reduction of poverty and socio-economic disparities. We urged 
that the benefits of economic integration be quickly accrued to all people of ASEAN through 
timely implementation of the provisions of the Blueprint, which should be monitored through the 
development of an AEC Scorecard mechanism. We tasked the ASEAN Economic Ministers to 








?????????????????? ERIA?????????? ERIA???? 16?????
????????????????????????
?13.?We agreed to the establishment of the Economic Research Institute of ASEAN and East 
Asia ?ERIA? to be accommodated temporarily at the ASEAN Secretariat. We welcomed the report 
submitted to us by the Expert Group, which focuses on research topics of strategic interest to the 
EAS countries. We encouraged the Expert Group to continue its research work and we looked for-
ward to practical policy recommendations to further regional integration and strengthen partner-
ships in East Asia.???????????
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?41 ??-Weekly?ASEAN????????????? OECD?2013/11/18???????? ERIA???????????
???????
?42 http://www.eria.org/about_eria/history.html????




?????????????????2008? 12? 23????????????? ERIA????
ERIA??????????????????ERIA??????????????ERIA?????
????????????????????????????? ASEAN9???????????
?????????????????????? ASEAN???????????2008? 12? 30
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????2008? 12? 30?????? ERIA??????????????
??????International Organization????????????????? ERIA???????
???????????????????????? ERIA??????????????????



















?43 MEMORUNDOM OF UNDERSTANDING Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia AND Research Institutes 
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?11.?In order to promote sub-regional development, they ?National Leaders? encouraged the 
Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA??ADB and ASEAN Secretariat to 
work together to prepare as soon as possible a coherent master plan, which would contribute to 
coordinating, expediting, upgrading and expanding sub-regional initiatives and promot-
ing private sector participation. In addition, they called upon ERIA to provide policy recom-
?46 e Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA?: Points of Convergence on Institutional Set-Up ?April 1, 
2007 in Manila?
?47 http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/asia-paci/eas/joint0906.pdf????
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mendation to stimulate economic growth in the region, deepen regional integration and 
strengthen partnership in East Asia.?????????????
????????????? 1992??e Greater Mekong Sub-Region???????????
? ADB????????????????? 1993??? IMT-GT: IMT Growth Triangle????














?????????????????????????????? a coherent master plan??????
???????????????? ERIA? ADB? ASEAN???????????? ERIA??
?????????? 3??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????1967




?i. ??????????????????e spatial mapping and assessment of current indus-
trial locations in the region
➢? by applying a novel analytical method based on new waves of international trade theory: 
the fragmentation theory and new economic geography
➢? pursuing both ?deepening economic integration? and ?narrowing development gaps?
 ii. ??????????????????Development strategies for countries/regions at dif-
ferent development stages in the long-run perspectives
➢? Middle-income countries/regions
?Make industrial agglomerations innovative
?     ?
? ? ? ?
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➢? Countries/regions close to industrial agglomerations
?Push out the frontier of productions networks
➢? Remote lagging-behind countries/regions
? Employ logistics infrastructure as a trigger for a new perspective of industrial develop-
ment
iii. ???????????e concept of multiple industrial corridors that connects our con-
ceptual framework with concrete infrastructure development strategies including financial 
design
➢? To connect countries/regions at dierent development stages with economic dynamism
 iv. ????????????A long list of prioritized projects for logistics and industry-related 
infrastructure
???? ADB??????????????2009? 8? 8????? BIMP-EAGA?????
???????????ERIA???????????????????????????????
????
?1.?The Ministers of BIMP-EAGA and the Heads of Local Governments commended the 
ERIA?s establishment as an independent international organization that will function as a 
common asset for East Asia and especially for BIMP-EAGA, expressed strong expectation for its 
regional development master-plan and identication of concrete projects.????????
?????
?????? 8? 15??????? ASEAN?6???????????????? Inception 




?The Ministers welcomed the progress report on the Comprehensive Asian Development 
Plan, which was prepared by ERIA in collaboration with the Asian Development Bank ?ADB? 
and the ASEAN Secretariat in accordance with the Joint Press Statement of the East Asia 
Summit on the Global Economic and Financial Crisis. Its aim is to contribute to coordinat-
ing, expediting, upgrading and expanding sub-regional initiatives and promoting private sector 
participation.?????????????
??? 10? 25?????????????? 4?????????????????????
???????ERIA????????????ERIA????????????????????




?1.?We received a Statement from the Economic Research Institute from ASEAN and East Asia 
?ERIA? Governing Board Meeting. We appreciated the ERIA?s contribution to regional coopera-
tion, by providing useful research and practical policy recommendations. We encouraged ERIA 
to work with the ADB and the ASEAN Secretariat to accelerate the completion of a ?Compre-
hensive Asia Development Plan? in order to enhance the connectivity of the region.?????
????????
????2010? 8? 26?? ASEAN?6?????????????????????????
? ASEAN???????????????????????????????????????
10? 30??? 5?????????????????????????????? ASEAN???
????????????????????2009?? 6????? 1?????? 2??????
???????????????????????
?13.?We commended the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA? for its 
eective contributions in enhancing regional economic integration, bridging development gaps and 
promoting connectivity for both ASEAN and EAS countries, including its intellectual contribution 
to developing the ASEAN Connectivity Master Plan. We noted the Statement of the ERIA?s 3rd 
Governing Board Meeting and its study identifying its future contribution to regional integration. 
We appreciated the completion of the Comprehensive Asia Development Plan ?CADP? by 









?10.?We recognised that enhancing intra-regional connectivity would benet all ASEAN Mem-
ber States and their peoples, contribute to promoting ASEAN centrality in the regional architec-
ture, facilitate the building of an ASEAN Community that is competitive and increasingly in-
terlinked with the wider Asia-Pacic region and the world, and serve as a foundation for a more 
?     ?
? ? ? ?
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??????????????? 2?? GDP???????????????????? 15?
ASEAN????????? 11????????? ASEAN Master Plan on regional connectivity?
????????????? ASEAN High Level Task Force ?HLTF??????????ASEAN?
???ERIA?ADB?UNESCAP????????????? 17? ASEAN??????????
????????????????
?We welcomed the adoption of our Statement on ASEAN Connectivity which called for the estab-
lishment of an ASEAN High Level Task Force ?HLTF? to work with the ASEAN Secretariat, the 
Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA?, the Asian Development 
Bank ?ADB?, the UN ESCAP and other relevant organizations to develop an ASEAN Mas-










? ERIA?????MPAC???????????? 2??????????? 3????????
?????? ERIA????????
2010? 7? 19?20??????????? 43? AMM????MPAC???????????
??????????????????????????? ERIA?ADB?UNESCAP?WorldBank
???????????????????????? ERIA?????????????????
?15.?We welcomed the progress report of the High Level Task Force on ASEAN Connectivity 
?     ?109
????????????? ASEAN??
?HLTF-AC? and were heartened to note that the HLTF-AC is on track for the completion of the 
Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity by the 17th ASEAN Summit. We thanked the partner 
agencies, namely the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA?, the 
Asian Development Bank ?ADB?, the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacic ?UNESCAP? and World Bank for the assistance rendered in the draing of the 
Master Plan.?????????????
??? 2010? 10? 28??? 17? ASEAN???????????? ASEAN??????




?8.?Stressing the importance of a fully integrated and well connected ASEAN in building the 
ASEAN Community, we endorsed the Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity. In this regard, we 
commended the High Level Task Force for their eorts in working out a comprehensive Master 
Plan, encompassing physical, institutional and people-to-people connectivity, which serves 
to further enhance connectivity within ASEAN and promote the connecting between ASEAN and 
? 1.???????????????????
???MASTERPLAN ON ASEANCONNECTIVITY?ERIA????????????????
?     ?
? ? ? ?
110
the wider region of East Asia in the long run. We also appreciated the intellectual contribution 
of the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia ?ERIA? as well as the Asian 
Development Bank, World Bank and UNESCAP in supporting the completion of the ASEAN Con-
nectivity Master Plan. To ensure the eective implementation of the strategies and policies identi-
ed in the Master Plan, the ASEAN Connectivity Coordinating Committee will be established 






















?48 ERIA ?2010? e Comprehensive Asia Development Plan, ERIA Research Project Report 2009-7-1, ERIA





?52 2013? 8? 21???????????????Inclusive Growth in the East Asian Way????????? ERIA????
???????????A Note on ?Inclusive Growth in the East Asian Way by Executive Director, Hidetoshi Nishimura and 
Chief Economist, Fukunari Kimura????????
?53 ?????? Fujita, Krugman and Venables ?1999? e Spatial Economy: Cities, Regions, and International Trade????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
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????ADB???????????????Greater Mekong Subregion: GMS?????????
????????????? IMT?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? IMT-
GT?Indonesia, Malaysia, ailand Growth Triangle???????IMT????????????
?? BIMP????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
BIMP-EAGA ?Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, of the Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philip-














?54 GSM???????????????????? Kumagai et al ?2013? ?Geographical simulation analysis for logistics 
enhancement in Asia?, Economic Modelling 34, 145?153??????????








ERIA?? 2010?? 695?? CADP Project???????????????????????
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al Stage???? 23??? 19??????Operational Stage???? 17??? 20????????
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?55 Isono and Kimura ?2011? ?Links with East Asia for a recovery from the Great East Japan Earthquake: Geographical 
























???ASEAN?INDIA CONNECTIVITY: THE COMPREHENSIVE ASIA DEVELOPMENT PLAN, PHASE II, ERIA
?59 Kimura and Umezaki ?eds.? 2011? ASEAN?India Connectivity: e Comprehensive Asia Development Plan, Phase II, ERIA 
Research Project Report 2010-07, ERIA
?60 ?????????????????????????????2013??????????????????Isono and 
Kumagai ?2013? ?Dawei Revisited: Rearmation of the importance of the project in the era of reforms in Myanmar?, ERIA 
Policy Brief 2013-01, ERIA???????
?61 ?????RIETI????????ASEAN???????????????????
 http://www.rieti.go.jp/jp/special/p_a_w/036.html
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?62 ASEAN ?2010? Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity, ASEAN Secretariat


































?63 Lim Chze Cheen ?Implementing the Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity ?MPAC?: A Progress Report????????2013
? 9????????????e 2nd ERIA EDITORS ROUNDTABLE:Challenges Ahead: AEC 2015 and Beyond????
??
?     ?




??????? 2?????????2011? 11? 8?9??? 19? ASEAN??????????
?????? 96??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 2012? 7? 12??????????
???????????? 18? ERIA??????????????????????????
????
To this end, the ASEAN Coordinating Committee on Connectivity ?ACCC? with the support of 
the ASEAN Secretariat and ERIA will discuss and implement the above-mentioned initiatives, 
as well as consider working out the modalities of establishing a Working Group under the 
EAS rubric to look into the issue of nancing ASEAN Connectivity.??????????
??
???????? 3???????? 2012? 9? 7?8???????????????????
????????????????ASEAN???????????MPAC???????????
???????????????????????????????????????? 21?
ASEAN??????????????? 74???????????? ERIA????? 2012? 7
? 12?????????????????????????????? ASEAN????????
??nancial modality?????????????????Financing Infrastructure for ASEAN 
Connectivity??????????????????
? 9.???????????????????
???MASTER PLAN ON ASEAN CONNECTIVITY
?     ?121
????????????? ASEAN??
? 4??????2013? 8? 27?????? 23? ASEAN????????????????
?????? 49?????????
?49.?We also welcomed the ASEAN Connectivity Coordinating Committee?s ?ACCC? engage-
ment with dialogue partners, externalparties as well as the private sector in the implementation of 
the MPAC. In this connection, we welcomed the outcomes of the 4th ASEAN Connectivity 
Symposium entitled ?Partnering PrivatSector for ASEAN Connectivity? held in Bandar Seri 
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????????? 1?2010??????? 2?2011??????? 3?2013??????????
?????2011? 11?? ASEAN?????????????????????ERIA??? AEC
?????????????????????????? 68??
?Review of AEC Scorecard
68.?We appreciate ERIA?s support for its undertaking of the improvement of the AEC Scorecard 
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2011? 11?? ASEAN??????????RCEP???? ASEAN???????? 66?ASEAN
?65 ?????????????????????????????????????co-equal??????
?66 ASEAN Framework for Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, adopted at the 19th ASEAN Summit, Bali, Indonesia 
14?19 November 2011.
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?68 ERIA ?2012??Mid-Term Review of the Implementation of AEC Blueprint: Executive Summary, Jakarta: ERIA.
?69 ???TPP? 2013????????????????????? FTA???????????????????????
?????? FTA???????????????????????????????
?70 Guiding Principles and Objectives for Negotiating the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, adopted at the RCEP 
Ministers Meeting, Siem Reup, Camboia, 30 August 2012.??????????????????????http://www.meti.
go.jp/policy/trade_policy/east_asia/dl/RCEP_GP_JP.pdf?
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????????????? ASEAN??
???????????????? 10??????? 10????????ASEAN? GDP???
?????1999????? GDP? 1? 832????????????????? 2009??
ASEAN? GDP???? 2?????? 2? 312???????? 10????????????
?????????? 71???? ASEAN? GDP??????????2020??? ASEAN?











?71 Fujimoto, T., S. Hara, and F. Kimura, ?Comprehensive Asia Development Plan and Beyond: Growth Strategies for More 
Prosperous and Equitable East Asia,? ERIA Policy Brief, No. 2010-02, October 2020
? 10.?ASEAN??????????????????
???ERIA
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4? 15??AEM????????????????? ERIA???????? TOR73?????
?????
2011? 11? 17??????????? 19? ASEAN?????????? 52?????2011





?52.?We welcomed the Statement of the ERIA?s 4th Governing Board Meeting issued on 
3rd June 2011 and its work plan identifying its direction to undertake research and policy recom-
mendation to establish a dynamic, resilient, competitive and sustainable regional community, and 
commend ERIA for its intensied contribution to the acceleration of regional integration in 
ASEAN and East Asia. Encourage ERIA to continuously provide support to the Summit activ-
ities of ASEAN and East Asia through its expertise on regional issues.?????????????
?72 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??
?73 2011? 4? 15???????????????? ERIA????????????? 6?? TOR?????1.?????
???????2.?????????????3.??????????????4.????????????5.??????
??????????6.?ASEAN??????????????????????????????
?     ?
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?Review of AEC Blueprint and AEC Scorecard 
68.?We appreciate ERIA?s support for its undertaking of the midterm review of the AEC Blue-
print and the improvement of the AEC Scorecard Monitoring System and Mechanism to facilitate 




ASEAN???????????? ERIA??????????80??????? Excecutive Sum-
mery?????????????????ERIA??????????????????????
















?74 ???????????????????????2012??? 9: P3?13?
?75 ?????????????????????????????????? 6???
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? 16.?ASEAN? FTA?ASEAN?1 FTA?ASEAN?6 FTA??????GDP????????????????
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????????????? ASEAN??
F-3-3.?? 21? ASEAN????
2012? 11? 18???????? 21? ASEAN?????????AESAN?????????
?????????????? AEC??? 75.4???????????? ERIA????????
????????? AEC?????????????????????AEC??????????
??????????? 30? ASEAN???????????????????? ERIA????
??????????????????????????????????2015????????
????????????????? AEC2015????????????????????
?30.?We have progressed in delivering the commitments we made last year to deepen economic 
integration under the ASEAN Economic Community ?AEC?. We are pleased that the implemen-
tation rate of AEC Blueprint has increased to 74.5 percent. Nonetheless, we recognize the chal-
lenges we all face domestically in implementing the AEC. We agree to intensify our efforts in 
those areas under the AEC in order to achieve AEC goals by 2015. We welcome the prioritiza-
tion of AEC measures undertaken by the AEC Council, as well as the recommendations of the 
AEC Blueprint Mid-term Review, on taking forward the timely, full and consistent realization 
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2012? 11? 18???????? 21? ASEAN???????? ERIA? AEC???????
????????????????? AEC????????????2015???????????
??????? 2015????????????????????????????ASEAN???
??????? 30???? ERIA?????????ERIA????????? 40???????
????????????????????????????????????????????








Updates on ERIA Activities 
15.?The Ministers commended the updates provided by ERIA in various fields such as SME, 
AEC Scorecard, connectivity, energy, and Myanmar Comprehensive Development Vision 
(MCDV), and agreed on the important role of ERIA in ASEAN?s eorts to develop a blue-
print for the AEC beyond 2015.??2013? 8? 21???????????????????
???????????????????????
??????? 2013? 10? 10???????????????? 8???????????
33??????????
Trade and Economics 
33.?We recognised the necessity of strengthening economic relations among EAS participating 
countries and welcomed the outcomes of the EAS Economic Ministers? Meeting, held on 21 
August 2013, in Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei Darussalam.????????????
???? ASEAN?????? 2015???????????????????????????
ASEAN?????? 2014?? ASEAN???????????????????????????
?84 2013? 8? 21???????????????ERIA and its Activities???????????????????A Note 
on ?Inclusive Growth in the East Asian Way by Executive Director, Hidetoshi Nishimura and Chief Economist, Fukunari 
Kimura????????
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????????????? ASEAN??
??????????? ERIA??????????????? 40????? AEC??????










? 17??? 19? ASEAN??????????? 51????????????????
?51.?We appreciate the report of the Government of Indonesia-ERIA-Harvard Symposium 
on ?Moving the ASEAN Community Forward into 2015 and Beyond?, which provides cre-
ative ideas for a competitive, dynamic, inclusive, sustainable, and globally engaged ASEAN be-
yond 2015. e ?Jakarta Framework? which was presented to the Chairman of ASEAN will add 
value to the discussion to establish the ASEAN Economic Community by 2015 and beyond.?
????????????
?????????????????????????ASEAN???????????????
???????????????????????????? III?the Bali Declaration on ASEAN 
Community in a Global Community of Nations????????







?85 Workshop on ASEAN and AEC Beyond 2015? 4????????????????????? 2013? 11? 16????
???????? 2013? 11? 19????????????2013? 11? 23???????????? 2013? 11? 26
??
?86 e Report of the Government of Indonesia-ERIA-Harvard Symposium on ?Moving the ASEAN Community Forward into 
2015 and Beyond?
?87 Jakarta Framework on ?Moving ASEAN Community Forward into 2015 and Beyond? 
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? 17.?Jakarta Framework on ?Moving ASEAN Community Forward into 2015 and Beyond? ???????

















Country Total Tari Lines Prevalence Rate Coverage Rate Core-NTM  Restrictiveness Index
1-Brunei 5224 0.17 0.15 0.16
2-Cambodia 5224 0.05 0.04 0.05
3-Indonesia 5224 0.90 0.44 0.67
4-Lao PDR 5224 0.05 0.05 0.05
5-Malaysia 5224 0.61 0.42 0.52
6-Myanmar 5224 0.08 0.07 0.07
7-Philippines 5224 0.03 0.03 0.03
8-Singapore 5224 0.04 0.04 0.04
9-ailand 5224 0.03 0.03 0.03
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????? i? ????????????? ASEAN? ii? ????????????? ASEAN? iii? 





and highly Contestable ASEAN???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????BTB: Behind the Border Issues??????????????
?????????ERIA????? Restrictiveness Index?????? ASEAN????????





????????? Customs and logistics of exporting country: 0.34?0.39
????????? Customs and logistics of importing country: 0.23
???????? Domestic competition of exporting country: 0.50?0.60




??? 1.5??????????????? ASEAN WAY????????? 100????????
????informed regulatory conversation?????? ERIA????? 2013? 8? 19????
?99 Intal Jr., P., P. Dee, D. Narjoko, and Y. Fukunaga ?2014; forthcoming?, Towards Informed Regulatory Conversations and 
Improved Regulatory Coherence in ASEAN: Logistics Sector and Trade Facilitation. Jakarta: Economic Institute for ASEAN and 
East Asia.
100 ? 19? ASEAN?????????????????68. We appreciate ERIA?s support for its undertaking of the midterm 
review of the AEC Blueprint and the improvement of the AEC Scorecard Monitoring System and Mechanism to facilitate the 
timely establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community by 2015.?






?8.??. e role of ERIA in assisting EAS members in better understanding and advancing regu-
latory connectivity was acknowledged.?






????????????? 34???? ERIA??????????? ASAN????????
????????????????????????????????????????????en-
couraged ERIA for its continued contribution to the region through its research and policy recom-
mendations, including proposing a region-wide industrial cluster policy which will attain optimal 













?????2013? 8? 13???????????? ASEAN???????????? 28???
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?28.?e Ministers noted the progress in the development of the ASEAN SME Policy Index 
and the integrative and country reports to be nalised by September 2013. e Ministers wel-
comed the enhanced regional cooperation on SMEs as well as the enhanced cooperation between 












?We also noted the report of the ?Symposium on Evolving ASEAN Society and Establishing 
Sustainable Social Security Net? held on October 26, 2010 in Hanoi by ERIA, the Central Insti-







????????ERIA? IEA???? 2013?????????????????????? 8?
??????????????? 11???????
?11.?We recognised the close collaboration of the ASEAN Centre for Energy ?ACE?, the Inter-
national Energy Agency ?IEA?, the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia 
?ERIA?, and other parties in conducting energy outlook studies for the Southeast Asia and 
the EAS regions. We welcomed publication of the Special Report on ?Southeast Asia Energy 
?     ?143
????????????? ASEAN??
Outlook? in connection with the IEA?s 2013 edition of the World Energy Outlook ?WEO 2013? 
















?34.?We also emphasised the importance of deepening economic integration through trade lib-
eralisation initiatives such as RCEP aimed at narrowing the development gaps and maximising 
mutual benets. In this regard, we appreciated analytical works and policy recommendations 
by the ERIA for maximising benets of economic integration through coordinated cooperation 
among all EAS participating countries, and encouraged ERIA for its continued contribution to 
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ROAD TO BALI: ERIA Perspective on the WTO Ministerial and Asian Integration????????
???????????????????????????????? 102???? ASEAN? AEC
??????????????????Trade Facilitation???????? ASEAN???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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